**Organic Farming**

MSU’s student organic farm is one of the oldest and most recognized programs of its kind. Beginning as a student-initiated project idea in 1999, the farm began its first season of production in 2002. From the start, the aim of the farm was to provide a place where students could work, visit, volunteer and learn, and over the past 11 years it has done just that. Click [here](#) to read a full story and learn how the farm gets to your table.

---

**Weekly Line Up Topic**

**FALL WELCOME**

“Every interaction that we, as RHS team members, have with students and their parents is an opportunity to make their journey amazing. We serve with genuine smiles and helping hands.”

—DOSE Weekly

Read this more about this topic in this week’s DOSE [here](#)!

---

**Spartan Traditions**

Wonder how the “Aggies” became the Spartans? Or how our colors came to be green and white? Read about these and many more Spartan traditions [here](#), and find the hidden Sparty on this page!

---

**Daily Events**

- **IS Creative Team Weekly Production Meeting**
  9:00am-10:00am
  CS Conference Room

- **Monthly LMS Team Meeting**
  1:00pm-2:30pm
  IS Training Room 115

- **Web Editorial Meeting**
  1:00pm-2:00pm
  CS Conference Room

- **Interviews**
  2:00pm-5:00pm
  CS Conference Room

---

**Weather**

80˚/64˚

---

**Back to Campus**

With the school year quickly approaching, move-ins have already begun! Spartan Village and Owen Hall Law Residents have already made their return as well as the RAs and ICAs for each residence hall. Make sure to keep up with the latest details and dates on [liveon](#)!